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AQORA Launches with UK Bespoke Corporate Accommodation Service

AQORA a newcomer to the Serviced Accommodation sector is making a splash with two unique
offerings in the UK.
With over ten years’ experience in the Travel sector Charlie Carr – Head of Business and Property at
AQORA says “One of reasons we founded AQORA was to take advantage of the growing demand in
corporate travel for bespoke accommodation solutions where none currently exist. Industries which
specialise in Infrastructure, energy, construction and related government contracts often find there
is a need to house a large mobile workforce for many months in remote locations that aren’t
supported by traditional accommodation options and this is where we use our connections and
experience to develop bespoke housing for our clients.”
Equally as exciting AQORA provide a “wrapped” service for existing serviced apartment operators,
utilising the AQORA brand and resources to add a management and service layer. The wrapped
service is already being well received and has delivered a steady flow of guests through two
properties in Exeter.
AQORA’s focus for the next 12 months will be on expanding both the wrapped and bespoke
offerings across the UK as serviced accommodation becomes an increasingly well-suited product for
any essential business travel in the current climate.
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About AOQRA
Founded in 2019 with the intent to focus on a growing demand for bespoke temporary housing the
AQORA team have a wealth of industry knowledge and experience in the serviced accommodation
and travel space. With 2 key complimentary offerings being their Bespoke and Wrapped services
AQORA is able to support large projects with temporary housing and also work with smaller serviced
apartment operators to improve bookings and visibility.
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